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activities. According to J.P. Morgan Consulting,2 given the social
distancing at home, consumers are spending more time online to
virtually work, connect with others, and stream entertainment. In
work and education, video conferencing software tools became the
communication standard for home-office and remote learning. For
entertainment purposes, the social distancing has led to a higher
engagement, better audience and subscriber growth for streaming
services.3,4 In particular, user-generated content was broadly distributed in live streaming (e.g. music, life-style and gaming) and
enabled social interaction.5
This new video-conferencing-based age, however, still needs improvement. After some months in home-office or remote classes during the pandemic, there are a lot of facets regarding communication,
ethical and user-experience issues that can be already pointed out.
In education, there is an engagement problem in keeping children’s
attention.6 Moreover, there are cases of unappropriated content
(nudity or intercourse) being accidentally (or maliciously) inserted
during video conferences.7
Artificial intelligence (AI) methods, specially those based on Machine Learning (ML) became the state-of-the-art in various segments
related to automatic media analysis. We argue that these techniques
can strongly contribute to the aforementioned videoconferencing
context. In this work, we present a future vision on how AI may
contribute to the future of video conferences services and collaboration.
To present our vision, the reminder of this article is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes state-of-the-art in the tasks of image
and video classification, face analysis, video summarization, and
natural language processing. Then, section 3 presents our future
vision of AI in video conferences. Finally, section 4 contains our
final considerations.

ABSTRACT
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, video was already one of the main
media used on the internet. During the pandemic, video conferencing services became even more important, coming to be one of the
main instruments to enable most social and professional human
activities. Given the social distancing policies, people are spending more time using these online services for working, learning,
and also for leisure activities. Videoconferencing software became
the standard communication for home-office and remote learning.
Nevertheless, there are still a lot of issues to be addressed on these
platforms, and many different aspects to be reexamined or investigated, such as ethical and user-experience issues, just to name a
few. We argue that many of the current state-of-the-art techniques
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) may help on enhancing video collaboration services, particularly the methods based on Deep Learning
such as face and sentiment analyses, and video classification. In
this paper, we present a future vision about how AI techniques may
contribute to this upcoming videoconferencing-age.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; • Information systems → Web conferencing.
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INTRODUCTION

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, video already was one of
the main media used on the internet. Youtube, for example, has
accounted that more than 500 hours of video were uploaded to
their platform every minute during 2019.1 During the pandemic,
video services became even more important, coming to be one of
the main instruments to enable most social and professional human

2 https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/research/media-consumption

3 https://itbrief.com.au/story/video-streaming-services-to-see-a-boom-as-people-

stay-at-home

1 https://kinsta.com/blog/youtube-stats/

4 https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/03/27/covid-19-is-a-short-term-

boon-to-streaming-services
5 https://www.theverge.com/2020/5/13/21257227/coronavirus-streamelementsarsenalgg-twitch-youtube-livestream-numbers
6 https://indianexpress.com/article/trending/trending-globally/kindergartner-fallsasleep-online-class-6549986/
7 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8636161/Get-Zoom-Couple-caughthaving-SEX-Rio-Janeiro-council-video-conference.html
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STATE OF THE ART

networks based on face images, and in thousands of other applications in our daily lives. Traditional deep learning models for face
recognition such as DeepFace [25] and DeepID [23] use a CNN with
fully-connected layer output to produce a representation of highlevel features (face embeddings) from an input image, followed by a
softmax layer to indicate the identity of classes. Other approaches,
such as FaceNet [21], can directly measure the similarity among
faces using euclidean space. Inspired by DeepID, this model uses
the triplet loss as the loss function to estimate similarity to one
character’s face to a collection of other faces.

To support creating our future vision for video video conferences,
we select some AI topics applied to video, and briefly summarize
their main state-of-the-art techniques in the following subsections.

2.1 Video Classification
Unlike images, videos have not only visual, but also audible information. Current methods for classifying video are generally divided
into two stages: (1) Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) stages,
called backbones, used to extract the audio-visual features from
the video content; (2) After extraction stages, that apply sophisticated methods for aggregating features such as NetVLAD [1] and
NetFV [18] to undermine audio-visual features and perform classification. These methods achieve state-of-the-art performance on
the YouTube-8M video classification task [26].
To extract the visual features from a video, CNNs (e.g. Inception [24], ResNet [9]) pre-trained in the ImageNet dataset can be
used. As for extracting features from audio, CNNs adapted for the
audio domain, such as AudioVGG [10] or WaveNet [19] pre-trained
in AudioSet dataset.
Currently, the video analysis community is devoted to classifying
video at the segment level (i.e., temporally locate and classify the
segments in the videos). Deep recurrent models such as LSTMs [11]
and GRUs are commonly used for video segment classification as
they are well suited to extract temporal features across time. ActivityNet [3] is a large-scale video benchmark for human activity
classification, introduced to boost segment proposal and temporal
localization algorithms; BSN [14] is the state-of-art model for temporal action proposal generation; the Video Action Transformer
Network [8] is a proposal to localize and classify actions in space
and time.

2.3

Video Summarization

Several authors have addressed this topic with supervised and
unsupervised solutions [6, 13]. Initially, the researchers used unsupervised methods, developing low-level space-time resources and
reducing dimensionality with clustering techniques [13]. For this,
the models only need to define distance/cost functions between
the frames in relation to the original video. However, this method
tends to choose frames that are too homogeneous due to the type
of resources used, such as semantic and pixel intensities [6]. On the
other hand, current methods implement bi-directional recurring
networks, such as BiLSTM, however, these networks are complex
to implement and demand high computational cost [6].
In this sense, since the launch of the attention mechanism, it
has become an important topic in research on neural networks and
have proved useful in a wide variety of tasks [15]. It is simpler to
implement and unlike recurring networks, it allows parallelization,
which reduces the computational cost. Using only attention in the
task of video summarization, Fajt’s et al. [6] work became the state
of the art and obtained benchmarks in TVSum and Summe datasets.

2.4

Natural Language Processing

It is a research area that focuses on processing, labeling, and generating speech or textual content. Some Natural Language Processing
(NLP) models, such as BERT [4] and GPT-3 [2] can achieve impressive feats in question answering and perform arithmetic operations
just from being trained on text. From speech-to-text to smart assistants, NLP has a wide range of applications. Tasks in NLP, such as
named entity recognition and sentiment analysis, can become a vital
part of interactions between the video conference system and the
participants.

2.2 Face Analysis
Face-Analysis-based systems can be used in a wide variety of
fields [17, 22], from security to entertainment. Two tasks regarding
face analysis have been gaining the attention of researchers for
many years: Face Detection [22] and Face Recognition [16].
Face Detection is the process of detecting faces in a given scene
and distinguishing them from other objects. Many methods have
been proposed to solve this problem [22]. Viola and Jones [27], for
instance, proposed a framework for real-time face detection in early
2003 using an image representation called "Integral Image" and a
classifier using AdaBoost [7]. Their work was capable of performing
face detection at a rate of 15 frames per second. More recently, with
the advance of deep-learning-based methods, works have been
conducted aiming at performing Face Detection in more difficult
scenarios. As an example, we cite Zhang et al. [28], whom has
achieved a high Average Precision in the Wider Face dataset, which
is a benchmark composed of 32,203 images and 393,703 faces with a
high degree of variability in scale, pose, occlusion and illumination.
Face Recognition is the task of making a positive identification
of a face in a photo or video image against a pre-existing database
of faces. It is used for video surveillance and security systems, video
analytics systems, smart shopping, automatic face tagging in photo
collections, investigative tools that search for identities in social

3

FUTURE VISION

To present our future vision, we discuss a set of envisaged use cases
(UC) as follows.
UC-01 Sensitive/Inappropriate Video Classification. There are many
examples of uncomfortable situations during video conferences. For
instance, when a participant forgets to disable his/her microphone
or camera and goes to the bathroom or change clothes. Sensitive/inappropriate video detection could improve trust and comfort during the video conference, since the participants could be confident
that no inappropriate content will be shared.
UC-02 Audience Counting. More than one person may be using
the same camera. Counting the number of attendants present in
a video conference might be useful to many different purposes.
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Real-time face detection systems could be used to address this
requirement.
UC-03 Identity Verification. In the context of meetings where
only authorized people can participate, it is important to guarantee
that only those with the right permissions are allowed to enter
and stay. Face recognition can be used to verify the identity of
participants and compare them with a previously authorized list.
Another example is a class where only the students that have signed
to a term of confidentiality are authorized to participate. In this case,
a dataset of authorized faces can be created. Then, each face detected
in the video of the participants is compared against the dataset to
verify whether it matches one of the authorized participants.
UC-04 Automatic Layout. The most common visual layout used
in video conferencing systems is to show participants within a
multiple video grid, which is far from being a kind of immersive visualization. There are some current initiatives to improve the users’
immersion experience, such as the one proposed in the Microsft
Teams’ virtual auditorium, for example.8 It removes users’ background and displays them together in auditorium chairs, giving the
sensation of a classroom. However, considering that users’ streams
are produced within different angles and distances form the camera,
their bodies and other surrounding objects or even working tables
are usually not aligned. All this “misalignment” is often responsible for a poor immersion experience. Automatic layout techniques
may improve this perception, by using object detection together
with automatic zoom, or even replacement of objects, in a way that
might give a better sense of continuity among different physical
spaces.
UC-05 Automatic Accessibility. The World Health Organization
(WHO) indicates that there are more than 2bi visually impaired
people9 and 466mi with some kind of hearing loss10 in the world.
During a video conference, instructors often present videos and
images, which cannot be seen by visually impaired people. In this
context, audio description becomes an important resource. It consists of a narrator who speaks during the presentation, describing
what is happening on the screen. For the ones with hearing loss,
subtitles and sign languages are critical resources. During a video
conference, speeches must be subtitled and translated into sign
language, which is performed by an interpreter who expresses himself/herself through a set of gestures, facial and body expressions
along the presentation. Thus, through the text extracted from the
audio of the video, we can generate, in addition to subtitles, the
necessary input for the recognition and translation of the spoken
text into an appropriate sign language.
UC-06 Participant Anonymization. In many videoconferencing
scenarios, like education, for example, lives sessions are recorded
and shared to a broader audience after finished, making it available for people who were not able to participate in real time, for
example. In these sessions, many of the participants that opened
their cameras are not comfortable with their image being shared in
the final video file. Therefore, it is important to have a mechanism
that makes those who are not willing to appear in the final video

file anonymous. Similar to the Identity Verification use case, face
recognition, and detection mechanisms could be used to detect
and recognize those participants. Once recognized, an image filter
could be applied to the students’ faces to make them anonymous.
Moreover, this kind of anonymization process can also be done live
if each participant had previously informed this desire.
UC-07 Video Summarization. In some situations, when a participant needs to quickly find on a set of recorded video conferences
which are the most adequate for his/her interests, video summarization can be useful. It allows creating a preview by extracting the
main frames of the video and thus creating a visual history with
the most important moments of the video, facilitating the search
and reducing the time spent on it. However, summarizing a video
can be more than just a simple preview with main frames. Participants may also want to perform other types of filtering, such as
excerpts from the most important videos, a summary of the content
taught by the instructor, and the questions asked during the video
conference. In this context, extracting highlights from videos is an
extremely complex task. In the context of sports videos, Khan et
al. [12] proposed a method that generates highlights by extracting audio and visual resources from sports video. Thus, in video
conferences, a similar technique could be applied to identify and
recognize the most important moments and generate a summary
video.
Other situations require a textual summary of the content taught
during the video conference as well as the main questions asked by
the listeners. In this sense, Diao et al. [5] perform text summarization with a neural network model using the attention mechanism to
capture context information and relationships between sentences
improving the performance of phrase regression for text summarization.
UC-08 User Attention/Engagement Detection. Besides detecting
users in their streams, video conferencing services could also classify participants’ current engagement along the meeting. Sentiment
Analysis using users’ faces [20] can be done to detect emotions
such as sadness and happiness. Thus, such emotions may help classifying the attention and engagement of users during the video
conference. This information is particularly useful in the educational context, during, and after video class. The teacher may adapt
his/her presentation style and classroom teaching according to this
kind of feedback.
UC-09 Live Comments Sentiment Analysis. Sentiment analysis
may also be done over users’ information shared in video conference
chats, like the textual information, links, and images, in order to
classify the interest in the main speaker. For instance, this kind of
analysis might be used indicate which topics were the ones that
caused more doubts during a lecture.
UC-10 Personalized Content. Given the users identification (face
recognition) or context information (sentimental analyses), some
pre-configured actions could be performed. Thus, the video conference may deliver personalized content to those who have different
preferences and requirements. For instance, teachers could program
questions that pop up for less engaged students, different content
may be presented to different learning profiles, or complementary
slides may be presented to students with lower grades.

8 https://www.microsoft.com/en-ww/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-

software
9 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/blindness-and-visualimpairment
10 https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/deafness-and-hearing-loss
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UC-11 Virtual Conference Assistant. A Bot is a conversational
software that interacts with users. It uses natural language processing in users’ textual input, or intents, to perform actions or
responses with information. Today, they are used in different industry fields and especially in services regarding consumer support.
A Bot may act as a Virtual Conference Assistant in a video conference. It may support meeting actions such as stop/start recording,
perform/accept users’ intentions, or even configure background
music. Moreover, and more interestingly, the aforementioned use
cases can be also configured as actions. For instance, the bot may
turn specific users anonymous, create video summaries or inform
about users engagement.

[5] Yufeng Diao, Hongfei Lin, Liang Yang, Xiaochao Fan, Yonghe Chu, Di Wu,
Dongyu Zhang, and Kan Xu. 2020. CRHASum: extractive text summarization with
contextualized-representation hierarchical-attention summarization network.
Neural Computing and Applications (2020), 1–13.
[6] Jiri Fajtl, Hajar Sadeghi Sokeh, Vasileios Argyriou, Dorothy Monekosso, and
Paolo Remagnino. 2018. Summarizing videos with attention. In Asian Conference
on Computer Vision. Springer, 39–54.
[7] Yoav Freund and Robert E Schapire. 1997. A decision-theoretic generalization of
on-line learning and an application to boosting. Journal of computer and system
sciences 55, 1 (1997), 119–139.
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IEEE transactions on affective computing (2019).
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We must highlight that all aforementioned use cases are not
limited to be performed just during the video conference. Most
of them could be done during and after the meeting, such as the
ones regarding classification, detection, sentiment analyses, and
anonymization. On one hand, when performed during the video
conference, it enables the main lecturer to react and make decisions.
On the other hand, when performed later, after the conference,
they enable the main lecturer (or the organizer) to create analyses
and reports that may improve the group activities or the video
conference itself. Particularly in the case of Personalized Content
and Virtual Conference Assistant, action triggers and customization
actions should be prepared before the meeting.

4

FINAL REMARKS

Video conferences have become the main communication and interaction method after the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This paper presented the state of the art of Artificial Intelligence
techniques for video that are specially important when considering
and designing the much needed new generation of video conferencing systems. Based on the literature review, we could draw a picture
for the future regarding the usage of techniques, and list a set of
envisaged use cases. These use cases, which are strongly based on
AI techniques – such as face and sentiment analyses, video classification, object detection, bot agents etc – might be used to shed
some light to the process of improving current and future video
conferencing systems regarding the user’s experience, privacy and
ethical concerns.
This work is part of an ongoing research which aims to improve
video conferences using Artificial Intelligence. We mention as future work promoting participatory design sessions with developers
and administrators of other videoconferencing services in order to
identify and validate requirements for our use cases.
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